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Abstract A new interactive image co segmentation
algorithm using possibility estimation and higher
order energy is proposed for extracting general
foreground objects from a group of interrelated
images. Our approach introduces the higher order
cliques, energy into the co segmentation
optimization process successfully. A region based
likelihood estimation procedure is first performed
to provide the primary knowledge for our higher
order energy function. A new co segmentation
energy function using higher order clique is
developed, which can capably co segmentation
energy function using higher order clique is
developed, which can efficiently co segment the
foreground
objects with huge manifestation
variations from a group of images in complex
scenes. Both the quantitative and qualitative
experimental results on representative datasets
reveal that the accuracy of our co segmentation
results is much higher than the state-of-the-art co
segmentation methods.

such as linear programming [8], dual decomposition
[18] and network flow model [10]. The main reason
may be that the graph-cuts and MRF methods [4],
[33] work well for image segmentation and are also
widely used to solve the combinatorial optimization
problems in multimedia processing. Similar rationale
is also adopted by some co-saliency methods [9],
[42], [44].

Index Terms: Energy optimization, higher order
cliques, image co segmentation, and likelihood
estimation.

1. INTRODUCTION
IMAGE co-segmentation is commonly referred as
jointly partitioning multiple images into foreground
and background components. The idea of cosegmentation is first introduced by Rother et al. [5]
where they simultaneously segment common
foreground objects from a pair of images. The cosegmentation problem has attracted much attention in
the last decade, most of the co-segmentation
approaches are motivated by traditional Markov
Random Field (MRF) based energy functions, which
are generally solved by the optimization techniques

The existing image co-segmentation methods
can be roughly classified into two main categories,
including unsupervised co segmentation techniques
and interactive co-segmentation approaches. The
common idea of the unsupervised techniques [5],
[11], [16], [22], [27], [29], formulates image co
segmentation as an energy minimization and binary
labeling problem. These approaches usually define
the energy function using standard MRF terms and
histogram matching term. The former encourages the
consistent segmentations in every single image while
the later penalizes the differences between the
foreground histograms of multiple images.
Inspired by interactive single-image segmentation
methods [7], [15], [26], several interactive cosegmentation approaches [17], [19], [21], [28] using
user scribbles have been proposed in recent years.
The user usually indicates scribbles of foreground or
background as additional constraint information to
improve the co-segmentation performance. These
interactive co segmentation approaches can handle a
group of related images and improve the cosegmentation results by user scribbles. Batra et al.
[19], [21] proposed an interactive image cosegmentation approach to segment foreground
objects with user interactions. They learned
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foreground/background appearance models using
user scribbles. Recently, Collins et al. [28]
formulated the interactive image co-segmentation
problem as the random walk model and added the
consistency constraint between the extracted objects
from a set of input images. Their method utilized the
normalized graph Laplacian matrix and solved the
random walk optimization scheme by exploiting its
quasi-convexity of foreground objects.
Higher Order Cliques
A class of higher order clique potentials and show
that the expansion and swap moves for any energy
function composed of these potentials can be found
by minimizing a sub modular function. We also show
that for a subset of these potentials, the optimal move
can be found by solving a st-mincut problem. We
refer to this subset as the Pn Potts model.
Image Co-Segmentation
Co-segmentation is the problem of simultaneously
dividing q images into regions (segments)
corresponding to k different classes. When q = 1 and
k = 2, this reduces to the classical segmentation
problem where an image is divided into foreground
and background regions. Despite over 40 years of
research, it is probably fair to say that there is still no
reliable purely bottom-up single-image segmentation
algorithm [9, 17, 22]. The situation is different when
a priori information is available, for example in a
supervised or interactive setting where labeled
samples are available for the foreground and
background (or even additional, k > 2) classes (see,
e.g., [5, 6, 12]). The idea of co-segmentation is that
the availability of multiple images that contain
instances of the same “objects” classes makes up for
the absence of detailed supervisory information.
Pn Potts Model
We now introduce the Pn Potts model family of
higher order clique potentials. This family is a strict
generalization of the Generalized Potts model [4] and
can be used for modeling many problems in
Computer Vision. We define the Pn Potts model
potential for cliques of size n as

( )=

=

,∀ ∈
ℎ

Where, γmax > γk, ∀lk ∈ L. For a pair wise clique
this reduces to the P2 Potts model potential defined
as ψij(a, b) = γk if a = b = lk and γmax otherwise. If
we use γk = 0, for all lk, this function becomes an
example of a metric potential function.
Most energy minimization based methods for solving
Computer Vision problems assume that the energy
can be represented in terms of unary and pair wise
clique potentials. This assumption severely restricts
the representational power of these models making
them unable to capture the rich statistics of natural
scenes. Higher order clique potentials have the
capability to model complex interactions of random
variables and thus could overcome this problem.
Researchers have long recognized this fact and have
used higher order models to improve the expressive
power of MRFs and CRFs [15, 19, 20]. The initial
work in this regard has been quite promising and
higher order cliques have been shown to improve
results. However their use has been quite limited due
to the lack of efficient algorithms for minimizing the
resulting energy functions.

2. OUR APPROACH
A. Overview
Our co-segmentation procedure includes two main
steps. The first step is a fast but effective likelihood
estimation process, which calculates the probabilities
of pixels belonging to fore-ground/background over
entire dataset according to user scribbles. The
estimated likelihood offers a rough estimation for
foreground /background and is fed into next step as
prior knowledge. This process is described in Section
II-B. In the second stage, a higher-order energy based
co-segmentation function is proposed to obtain final
accurate co-segmentation results on a group of
images, which is based on higher order cliques. Our
higher-order cliques are constructed from a set of
foreground and background regions by user scribbles,
where all the regions in each image are matched to
produce better co-segmentation performance.
Additionally, our approach considers the quality of
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segmentation in higher-order energy to obtain more
accurate estimations of foreground/background.

parameter

B. Likelihood Estimation

Given the user scribbles, we can get the background
region set
∈ ( ) and foreground region set ′ ∈

Given a group of images { . . . } and the user
scribbles that indicate foreground or background
objects, we first compute pixel likelihood
for
foreground/background in image . The likelihood of
pixel
is denoted by
, where l is a label
indicating foreground (1) or background (0) and k is
the index value of
. We compute the likelihoods
of regions instead of pixels for computational
efficiency. Each input image
of the group is
divided into regions
∈
using the oversegmentation methods such as mean shift [1] or
efficient graph [6] method. For each region , the
region likelihoods of foreground and background are
defined as
, , which is further formulated in a
quadratic energy function as follows:
=
(

=⋌

−∈

.

defines the initial likelihood for region .

.

( )

. We use the shortest Euclidean distance
between region
and the background/foreground
region set (U0/U1) in color space to compute the
initial likelihood
region . The initial
. for
likelihood . is formulated as
ℰ

,

min

⎧
⎪ min
⎪ ∈
=

⎨
⎪
⎪ min
⎩ ∈
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( ′ ) is the mean color of background region

(foreground region
→

=

′

). Based on the region

( )× 1and their initial
( ) × 1 , the
region likelihoods
=
,
quadratic energy function
is formulated as the
following matrix forms:
likelihoods

+

,

→

)
,

indicates the likelihood of region

,

,
(

= ⃗ − ℰ⃗

)

+

, ′
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∧
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,
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−

(3)

, ′

−

′,

…………1

Where the first term defines a unary constraint that
each region tends to have the initial likelihood
. estimated through the appearance similarity to
foreground/background. The second term
gives
the interactive constraint that all regions of the whole
image should have same likelihood when their
representative colors are similar.
The parameter λ is a positive coefficient for
balancing the relative influence between
and
. , ′ = exp −
− ′ is a weighting function
that gives a similarity measure for regions and ′
in color space, and
is the mean color of region
.N( ) is the number of regions of
and the

=

Where

, ′

( ) × ( )and

,…..,
the metric
∶

=

. The diagonal elements of

are the degrees of the weight matrix

= ∑

(

)
, ′

′

([

metric Λ are

. The diagonal elements of the

,…,

]) ( ) × ( ).

(3) is then solved by the following convex
optimization:

⃗

=∧

⃗ − ℰ⃗

+(

−

) ⃗ = 0 (4)

After solving (4), we finally obtain the region
likelihoods ⃗ as follows:
⃗ =

∧ ℰ⃗
∧ +

−

(5)
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Considering the definition of
+

,

= 1. According to
,

+

,

,

,

+

,

=1

in (2), we have

,

=

,

Where
indicates the region
belongs to.

Higher-Order Energy Co-Segmentation
Via our likelihood estimation, we have a fast and
rough estimate for foreground/background in each
image. For generating more accurate co-segmentation
results, we further propose a higher-order energy
based co-segmentation function.
In order to simultaneously segment a group of input
images { , . . . , } with the labeled images T , we
( , … , , )to match
first build a global term
all the images with the labeled images T . The
proposed energy of our co-segmentation algorithm is
expressed as follows:
+
+

Ι ,…….,Ι ,Τ

(7)

Where
and
denote unary term and
pairwise term respectively and the global term
Eglobal is proposed to match all the input images
{ , … , } with labeled images T. The scalars weight
various terms.
The unary term

.

,

=

. 1−

,

−

′

.

, ′ ℵ

−

… … … … .. (8)

′

Where
denotes the color value of pixel
and
is
obtained
in
our
likelihood
estimation
step.
The
,
set ℵ contains all the four-neighbors within one
image.
is a binary function indicating the
assignment of pixel
to the background (0) or
foreground (1).

that pixel

3. PROPOSED METHOD

ℱ =

− log
− log

(6)

We only need to calculate either ⃗ or ⃗ using (5). (5)
is easily computed by least-square and the
optimization only takes 0.02 s for 500 oversegmentation regions per image in our tests. After the
region
likelihood ⃗ is
obtained,
the
pixel
likelihood , is set to the same value as the
likelihood of the region that this pixel belongs to
,

=

= 1 and (5), we have

and the pairwise term

for image are defined as follows:

The unary term
is based on the likelihood
estimation results and penalizes assignments of pixels
with lower likelihood to foreground. The pairwise
term
imposes intra-image label smoothness
by constraining the segmentation labels to be
consistent, which tends to assign the same label to
neighboring pixels that have similar color.
The co-segmentation model in (7) is intuitive. Next
we discuss how to design the global energy item in
the following paragraphs. Previous co-segmentation
approaches [5], [10] performed co-segmentation on
image pairs and made simple assumption that two
input images shared a same/similar foreground
object. In contrast, we try to extract common
foreground objects that have large variations in color,
texture and shape from a group of images with
complex background. Rather than building a simple
foreground or background appearance model, we
collect a region setℑ of foreground/background
according to user interaction. The region set of
foreground/background.
Consists of the labeled regions
ℑ= {

,

.
}

Where
/
means the background/foreground
regions respectively. The construction process of ℑis
accomplished by the previous likelihood estimation
step, and all the regions with user scribbles are added
into this region set ℑ. Fig. 2 gives the process of
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obtaining the region setℑ from user seeds. In order to
build the matching relationships between input
images { . . , } and labeled foreground/background
images T , our solution is to make the matching
process between the over-segmentation regions
of
image and the labeled regions from region setℑ .

background region are selected to construct our
region setℑ . Then we build a higher-order energy
( , ℑ)on higher-order cliques as
function
follows:

The construction process of ℑis accomplished by the
previous likelihood estimation step, and all the
regions with user scribbles are added into this region
setℑ. Fig. 2 gives the process of obtaining the region
set ℑfrom user seeds. In order to build the matching
relationships between input images { . . . } and
labeled foreground/background images T , our
solution is to make the matching process between the
over-segmentation regions
of image
and the
labeled regions from region set ℑ. Then we define the
following higher-order energy item:

where
( ) ∈
denotes the most related
foreground or background region to
in Euclidean
distance measurement using their mean colors.

= {

,

( ),

( )}

… … … … … .. (11)

For each region
of image , our algorithm finds
the most similar foreground and background region
fromℑ respectively to make up a higher-order clique.
Then the matching energy function using our higherorder cliques is defined as follows:
(

, ℑ) = ∑

(

)

( ).

………….

(12)
( ,…,

, )=

(

, ℑ)

By associating with (8) and (9), our co-segmentation
energy function F in (7) is then rewritten as

ℱ =

( ) indicates the number of pixels in
Where
clique , which means a large clique will have a large
value of weight. defines the matching coefficient
which considers both the clique likelihood for
foreground/background and the segmentation quality.
We define the matching coefficient as follows:

,

= min
+

,

+

′

′

+

(

, ℑ)

( )+

( ) ,1

(13)

Where ( ) is the clique likelihood estimated from
, which is compute via
( )=

.

, ′ Ν

−

( ).
……….

1−
−

1

(10)

The minimization of unary term and pairwise term in
ℱ (11) can be efficiently solved by the graph cut
algorithm. Then we focus on how to design the
( , ℑ) of . We will
higher-order term
introduce the higher-order cliques into matching
process. The higher-order cliques are composed of
three regions: the foreground region, the background
region and the over-segmentation region. The cosegmentation process using higher-order energy is
shown in Fig. 3. Both the foreground region and the

(

,

)

… … … … … … . . (14)

The parameter ( ) in (13) is used to estimate the
segmentation quality, which is based on region
consistency assumption. The region consistency
assumption encourages all pixels belonging to a
region to take the same label. We define ( )as
follows:
( )=

( )− ( )
,0 <
( )
< 1 … … … … . . (15)
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Where ( ) is the number of pixels assigned to
foreground/background in region . We commonly
set ρ = 0.1 in our experiments. That means, if more
than 90% of the pixels in region rsi are classified into
( )is less than 1.
foreground, the value of
Similarly, if 50% of the pixels in region
are
(
)is
classified into foreground, the value of
set to
5.
According to definition in (15), the more pixels of a
region have the same label, the better segmentation
quality on this region and the smaller value of
( )will be. Our higher-order energy function in
(13) is a linear truncated function, which means that
the higher-order energy function allows some pixels
of a region to take different labels.
In clique
, we only need to consider the
segmentation quality on region because pixels in
region
( ) or
( ) have been classified into
foreground or background. Therefore, the more
pixels in region
are divided into a same label, the
higher segmentation quality is obtained and the lower
the value of ( ). From (14) and (15), we can find
that the number of pixels in foreground/background
( ) can influence the clique likelihood and
the value of matching co-efficient . Then we set
( ) = 0.5 ( )ℰ , . If region
foreground,

.

is larger and

is closer to

( ) will make a

greater influence on the matching co-efficient .
Higher-order energy function in (13) utilizes clique
likelihood ( )for foreground and background. The
region consistency in our higher-order clique is also
taken into account as an evaluation for segmentation
quantity ( ). In other words, our higher-order
energy function considers the similarity between
higher-order clique and foreground/background,
which encourages all the pixels of a region to take the
same label. Next we will introduce our optimization
method for higher-order energy in (13). Because the
value of
( ) is constant, the problem of
minimizing our higher-order energy function can be
transformed into a problem of minimizing the
matching co-efficient , which is defined in the
following two important theorems.

Theorem 1: The matching coefficient in (13) can be
rewritten as
∑ ∈

= min

∅( )

+ ,

(1 − )

( )−∑

∈

∅( )

+ (1

( )and pixel
Where = ( ) , =
belongs
to region . (·) is the binary function indicating the
assignment of pixel to background (0) or foreground
(1) in (8).
Theorem 2: The matching coefficient
in (16) can
be transformed into a second-order function by
introducing the auxiliarybinary variables and .
= min Ψ
∑
=

∈

, ( )

,
( )

,

(1 − )

+ (1 − )(1 − )
( )−∑ ∈
+
+ (1 −

( )

) … … … … … … (17)

The proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 are given in
detail in Appendix A and Appendix B. Through
Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, the matching coefficients
in (13) can be rewritten as a second-order
function. Therefore, our higher-order energy based
co-segmentation function in (7) can be efficiently
solved by the conventional graph cut algorithm.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we first discuss our experiments for
evaluating the performance between our algorithm
and
previous
well-known
co-segmentation
approaches. Then, we give qualitative and
quantitative results obtained by the proposed method
with and without the higher-order energy. The
experimental evaluations are designed to assess the
running time statistics of these algorithms. Then, we
give qualitative and quantitative results obtained by
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the proposed method with and without the higherorder energy. The experimental evaluations are
designed to assess the running time statistics of these
algorithms. Three parameters λ, 1 and 2 are used in
our two energy functions (1) and (7). We empirically
set λ = 10, 1 = 1 and 2 = 30 for all the test image sets
in our experiments.

Fig.3. likelihood estimation

Fig.1. The input image

Fig.4. our purposed method using Higher order cosegmentation

Fig.2. scribbled image

Our method is first compared with the state-of-the-art
interactive co-segmentation methods: intelligent
scribble guided co-segmentation (ICOSEG) [21], and
RWCS [28] on previous benchmark datasets. To
achieve a relatively fair comparison, both the
proposed method and other interactive cosegmentation methods [21], [28] use the same
scribbles in all experiments.

5. CONCLUSION
We have presented a novel interactive cosegmentation approach using the likelihood
estimation and high-order energy optimization to
extract the complicated foreground objects from a
group of related images. A likelihood estimation
method is developed to compute the prior knowledge
IJRAET
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for our higher-order co-segmentation energy
function. Our higher-order cliques are built on a set
of foreground and background regions obtained by
likelihood estimation. Then our co-segmentation
process from a group of images is performed at the
region level through our higher-order cliques energy
optimization. The energy function of our higher-order
cliques can be further transformed into a secondorder Boolean function and thus the traditional graph
cuts method can be used to solve them exactly. The
experimental results demonstrated both qualitatively
and quantitatively that our method has achieved more
accurate co segmentation results than previous
unsupervised and interactive co-segmentation
methods even though the foreground and background
have many overlap regions in color distributions or in
very complex scenes.
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